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Common Ownership: 
Solutions in Search of a Problem

Keith Klovers* and douGlas h. GinsburG**12

Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati and US Court of Appeals

Abstract

Some scholars have argued that common ownership, which refers to an investor’s 
simultaneous ownership of small stockholdings in several competing companies, is 
anticompetitive and prohibited by the US antitrust laws. Proponents of this view 
target in particular large investment managers that administer actively managed 
and passive index mutual funds owned by individual investors, and some even call 
for the divestiture of trillions of dollars of equities.

We believe the argument for antitrust enforcement against common ownership is 
misguided. First, proponents conflate management by investment managers and 
economic ownership by individual account holders and therefore incorrectly attribute 
allegedly anticompetitive conduct to the investment managers. Second, proponents 
substantially overstate the validity and strength of the existing empirical work purporting 
to show common ownership causes anticompetitive harm. Third, proponents overstate 
their legal case, both by relying upon inapplicable cases involving cross-ownership 
– rather than common ownership – and by stretching the holdings of those cases. Shorn 
of puffery, proponents rely upon little more than the “plain meaning” of the statutes 
and the hotly contested empirical results. Fourth, at bottom, proponents’ concerns are 
with either conscious parallelism, which is not unlawful, or anticompetitive conduct 

* Of counsel, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati; formerly attorney adviser, US Federal Trade Commission. 
The views expressed in this article are solely those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
their respective institutions.

** Judge, US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and professor of law, Antonin Scalia Law 
School, George Mason University. The authors thank Thom Lambert and Hal Scott for their helpful comments 
on a prior draft and Jake Philipoom for his excellent research assistance.
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that, if proven, could be addressed using established antitrust doctrines applicable to 
hub-and-spoke conspiracies and to the anticompetitive exchange of information.

All the participants in the debate over common ownership are indebted to Frédéric 
Jenny who, with his usual perspicacity, put common ownership on the agenda of 
the OECD Competition Committee’s December 2017 meeting, thereby assuring a 
robust debate in the community of competition scholars.

I. Introduction

Mutual funds allow individuals with modest capital to invest in a diversified 
portfolio of  stocks at a very low cost. As a result, funds have grown spectacularly 
in the past 50 years. Assets under management by US-registered investment 
companies increased from $38.2 billion in 1966 to more than $22 trillion in 2017, 
and ownership widened from 3.5 million investors in 1965 to approximately 
101 million in 2017, representing about 45 % of  all US households.1

Not everyone cheers the growth and investors’ widespread use of mutual funds. 
A few scholars now argue these funds violate the antitrust laws, which prohibit 
conduct that diminishes competition and thereby harms consumers, because 
essentially all index and sectoral mutual funds hold shares in competing firms, 
such as competing banks or airlines. These scholars invoke two statutes: section 1 
of the Sherman Act, which prohibits every unreasonable “contract, combination, 
or conspiracy in restraint of trade”, such as a price-fixing agreement,2 and section 7 
of the Clayton Act, which prohibits the anticompetitive acquisition of corporate 
assets or securities.3

These dissident scholars refer to this phenomenon as “common ownership”, 
which the US antitrust agencies’ (Agencies) define as “the simultaneous ownership 
of  stock in competing companies by a single investor, where none of  the stock 
holdings is large enough to give the owner control of  any of  those companies”.4 
The current debate focuses more narrowly on the special case in which “[a] small 
group of institutions” – such as BlackRock, Fidelity, State Street and Vanguard – 
have collectively “acquired large shareholdings in horizontal competitors 
throughout our economy”.5

1 Jones v Harris Assocs LP, 559 US 335, 343 (2010) (comparing assets under management of $38.2 billion in 
1966 with the corresponding total in 2008 and citing a 1966 House Report and the 2008 Investment Company 
Factbook); Investment Company Institute, 2018 Investment Company Fact Book i (Facts at a Glance) (58th edn, 
ICI 2018) <www.ici.org/pdf/2018_factbook.pdf>, 34. Mutual funds and ETFs accounted for essentially all 
of these totals ($22.1 trillion assets under management and 100 million households), with closed-end funds 
and other vehicles holding the small remainder.

2 15 USC § 1.

3 15 USC § 18.

4 Note to the OECD by the United States, “Hearing on Common Ownership by Institutional Investors and 
Its Impact on Competition” (DAF/COMP/WD(2017)86, 6 December 2017) (Agency OECD Note), [1].

5 Einer Elhauge, “Horizontal Shareholding” (2016) 129 Harv LR 1267, 1267 (Elhauge (2016)).
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The movement to prohibit common ownership began with two economic papers 
that found a positive and statistically significant correlation between common 
ownership and prices on certain airline routes and on bank checking accounts.6 
Those studies estimate that common ownership is associated with prices about 
5 % greater than they otherwise would be.7 A third paper estimates that common 
ownership is correlated with executive compensation policies that may weaken 
the incentive for firms to compete aggressively.8 Yet this is hardly a consensus 
view; to date seven other economic papers challenge these findings on theoretical9 
or both theoretical and empirical grounds.10

The debate has since spilled over into the realm of  legal policy. In 2016, Einer 
Elhauge argued common ownership is covered by the s 7 prohibition against the 
acquisition, “directly or indirectly, [of] the whole or any part of  the stock” [of 
a company] when “the effect of  such acquisition may be substantially to lessen 
competition, or to tend to create a monopoly”.11 Elhauge also suggested in 
passing that section 1 may apply,12 a point on which he has since expanded.13 
Some other scholars, having assumed arguendo the economic evidence is sufficient 
to establish antitrust liability, made specific remedial proposals.14 Menesh Patel 

6 José Azar, Martin C Schmalz and Isabel Tecu, “Anti-Competitive Effects of Common Ownership” (2015) 
Univ of Mich Ross School of Business, Working Paper No 1235 (Airline Study) <http://papers.ssrn.com/
abstract=2427345> (airlines); José Azar, Sahil Raina and Martin C Schmalz, “Ultimate Ownership and Bank 
Competition” (8 January 2016) (Banking Study) <http://ssrn.com/abstract=2710252> (checking account 
fees and fee thresholds).

7 Airline Study (n 6), 3 (estimating common ownership increases ticket prices “on the average US airline route” 
by 3–5 %); Banking Study (n 6), 19 (estimating common ownership increases checking account fees by 4.6 % 
and checking account fee thresholds by 9.5 %).

8 Miguel Antón and others, “Common Ownership, Competition, and Top Management Incentives” 
(15 November 2016), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2802332>.

9 Daniel P O’Brien and Keith Waehrer, “The Competitive Effects of  Common Ownership: We Know Less 
than We Think” (2017) 81 Antitrust LJ 729.

10 Patrick J Dennis, Kristopher Gerardi and Carola Schenone, “Common Ownership Does Not Have Anti-
Competitive Effects in the Airline Industry” (5 February 2018) <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.
cfm?abstract_id=3063465>; Committee on Capital Markets Regulation, Common Ownership and Antitrust 
Concerns (November 2017) <www.capmktsreg.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CCMR-Common-
Ownership-1.pdf>; Pauline Kennedy and others, “The Competitive Effects of Common Ownership: Economic 
Foundations and Empirical Evidence” (24 July 2017) <https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_
id=3008331>; Edward B Rock and Daniel L Rubinfeld, “Antitrust for Institutional Investors” (2018) 82 
Antitrust LJ 221; Jacob Gramlich and Serafin Grundl, “Testing for Competitive Effects of  Common 
Ownership” Finance  &  Economics Discussion Series Paper No  2017-029 (19 February 2017) 
<www. federalreserve.gov/econres/feds/files/2017029pap.pdf>; Heung Jin Kwon, “Executive Compensation 
under Common Ownership” (29 November 2016) <http://fmaconferences.org/Boston/ExecutiveCompensation-
underCommonOwnership.pdf>.

11 15 USC, s 18; see Elhauge (2016) (n 5); see also Einer Elhauge, “The Growing Problem of  Horizontal 
Shareholding” (June 2017) CPI Antitrust Chronicle (Elhauge (2017)); Einer Elhauge, “New Evidence, Proofs, 
and Legal Theories on Horizontal Shareholding” (11 January 2018) (Elhauge (2018)) <https://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3096812>.

12 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1302–1316.

13 Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 29–33.

14 See Eric A Posner, Fiona M Scott Morton and E Glen Weyl, “A Proposal to Limit the Anticompetitive Power 
of Institutional Investors” (2017) 81 Antitrust LJ 669, 670 (proposing policymakers “limit institutions to a 
stake of  no more than 1 percent in more than a single firm in oligopolies”); Fiona M Scott Morton and 
Herbert Hovenkamp, “Horizontal Shareholding and Antitrust Policy” (2018) 127 Yale LJ 2026, 2047 (“On the 
question of remedy, at this writing partial divestitures seem to be most promising, although care must be 
taken that they be properly coordinated across all segments of a market”).
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has taken a more neutral position, arguing common ownership could harm 
competition “as a purely theoretical matter” but that the empirical effects must 
be proven on a case-by-case basis.15

On the other side of  the ledger, Edward Rock and Daniel Rubinfeld have 
questioned both the legal and economic arguments against common ownership 
and proposed that, if  any viable economic and legal theory ultimately emerges, 
a safe harbour should apply to an investment manager’s custody of  less than 
15 % of  the equity of  a particular firm when the investment manager is not 
represented on the board of  directors, the investment manager is engaged only 
in what they call normal corporate governance activities, such as voting its shares, 
and other investment managers do not hold a large proportion of  the remaining 
shares.16 Jonathan Baker considers the existing empirical support “plausible” 
but tentative and doubts that “a court would be willing to conclude that the 
problem likely arises in industries not yet studied by economists.”17

Although the legal debate is still in its infancy, we offer four observations that should 
significantly narrow its focus. First, it is important to distinguish between investment 
management and economic ownership. Much of the current literature conflates the 
two, thereby wrongly attributing to “owners” conduct undertaken by others.

Second, the current empirical evidence that common ownership causes anticom-
petitive harm is limited and hotly disputed. Most proponents of  antitrust 
enforcement against common ownership (henceforth just “proponents”) simply 
assume a causal relationship. This is particularly problematic because, as even 
proponents acknowledge, the mechanism of harm is unknown.18 Taken together, 
there is little empirical evidence on which a court could rely to find antitrust 
liability and to reorganise the asset management industry, which holds many 
trillions of  dollars of  equity.19 Despite the weakness of  the economic evidence, 

15 Menesh S Patel, “Common Ownership, Institutional Investors, and Antitrust” (2018) 81 Antitrust LJ 279, 
334.

16 Rock and Rubinfeld (n 10), 270–277. For the last proviso, Rock and Rubinfeld illustrate their concern by 
explaining that “six investment funds [that] each control[] 15 % of each of the airlines” would qualify as 
“a large proportion of the remaining shares.” ibid, 271 fn 144.

17 Jonathan B Baker, “Overlapping Financial Investor Ownership, Market Power, and Antitrust Enforcement; 
My Qualified Agreement with Professor Elhauge” (2016) 129 Harv LR Forum 212, 218.

18 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2031 (“The theory literature to date does not identify what mechanism 
funds may use to soften competition.”); see also Baker (n 17), 231 (arguing that a court “may not be willing to 
conclude that the same outcome [estimated by the airline and banking studies] would occur in other industries 
without understanding the mechanism by which competition was harmed in airlines and banking”); C Scott 
Hemphill and Marcel Kahan, “The Strategies of Anticompetitive Common Ownership” (August 2018) NYU 
School of Law Law & Economics Working Paper No 18-29 (“Our main conclusion is that, for most proposed 
mechanisms, there is no strong theoretical basis for believing that institutional [common concentrated owners 
(“CCOs”)] would want to employ them, no significant evidence suggesting that they do employ them, or both. 
The mechanism that is most plausibly employed by institutional CCOs is selective omission: to press for firm 
actions that increase both firm value and portfolio value, while remaining passive where the two conflict.”).

19 BlackRock estimates that as of 2017 investment managers globally oversaw approximately $29.3 trillion in 
equities, of which $11.9 trillion were in passive index funds and $17.4 trillion were split among mutual funds, 
institutional holdings, and hedge funds. See BlackRock, “Index Investing Supports Vibrant Capital Markets” 
(Blackrock Viewpoint, October 2017), 6 <www.blackrock.com/corporate/literature/whitepaper/viewpoint-
index-investing-supports-vibrant-capital-markets-oct-2017.pdf>.
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proponents assume competitive harm, argue the antitrust laws already prohibit 
common ownership, and then propose sweeping structural and conduct remedies. 
This approach puts the legal cart before the economic horse.

Third, there is no clear legal basis for antitrust liability under either s 7 of  the 
Clayton Act or s 1 of  the Sherman Act. The argument that common ownership 
by investment managers violates s 7 is hardly – as Elhauge asserts – a straight-
forward application of  existing doctrine; on the contrary, it is a novel application 
devised ad hoc for a single industry. Nonetheless, Scott Morton and Hovenkamp 
have come to much the same conclusion, relying ultimately either upon the “plain 
meaning” of  s 7 or upon inapposite cases that address a stock acquisition in a 
cross-ownership situation, i.e., the partial acquisition of  one firm by a rival. As 
the Agencies have pointed out, however, essentially all s 7 precedents address 
cross-ownership, whereas common ownership presents a different fact pattern 
and involves different economic principles.20

The hypothesis that common ownership is a s 1 violation, advanced principally 
by Elhauge, is also dubious. Its infirmity is perhaps clearest in commentators’ 
attempts to identify a viable, less restrictive alternative, which is an essential 
element of  a s 1 rule-of-reason case in which the challenged practice also 
produces a procompetitive benefit.21 Posner, Scott Morton and Weyl first 
proposed severely reducing the holdings of  investment managers,22 and Scott 
Morton and Hovenkamp have since endorsed such “partial divestiture” as the 
“most promising” remedy if  there is indeed a problem.23 Elhauge subsequently 
proposed that investors who already hold their stocks indirectly (via an index 
fund) could resolve the claimed antitrust problem by simply holding a basket 
of  narrower funds.24 Elhauge’s proposal would not change the number of  shares 
managed by institutional investors, instead only making the holdings one level 
more indirect. It therefore inadvertently but convincingly demonstrates the 
lack of  an intelligible limiting principle by which to distinguish lawful from 
unlawful stock ownership. It also fails the requirement set by the Agencies that 

20 Specifically, the Agencies have explained that “common ownership is distinct from cross-ownership”, pointed 
out that they “have not litigated a case involving common ownership by a single institutional investor”, 
except for: (i) fining ValueAct “for violating US premerger notification requirements” by not reporting 
investments in two separate firms and (ii) United States v Tracinda Inv Corp, 477 F. Supp. 1093 (CD Cal 
1979), which Elhauge cites as supporting his reading of s 7, but which reading the Agencies implicitly reject 
because the “DOJ sued, but lost, a case against an individual under Section 7 for common ownership.” 
Agency OECD Note (n 4), [2] – [3] & fn 4; see Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1305 & fn 188, 1306 fn 191, 1308 fn 202 
(discussing Tracinda).

21 See, e.g., Board of Regents of the Univ of Okla v NCAA, 468 US, 85, 119 (1984); see also Phillip E Areeda 
and Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law (4th edn, Wolters Kluwer 2014), [1502] (describing the “classic” 
burden-shifting framework, which concludes with an inquiry into whether “the restraint [is] reasonably 
necessary for the achievement of any such legitimate objectives”, and thereby considers whether there is a 
less restrictive alternative); C Scott Hemphill, “Less Restrictive Alternatives in Antitrust Law”(2016) 116 Colum 
L Rev. 927.

22 See Posner, Scott Morton and Weyl (n 14), 670.

23 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2047.

24 See Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 32.
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“any antitrust enforcement or policy effort in this area should be pursued only 
if  an inquiry reveals compelling evidence of  the anticompetitive effects of 
common ownership by institutional investors in concentrated industries” and 
should “avoid outcomes that would unnecessarily chill procompetitive 
investment”.25

Fourth, common ownership does not require antitrust enforcers to apply an 
entirely new analytic framework to the purported problem;26 traditional antitrust 
principles suffice and remain applicable. The evidence cited by proponents 
suggests their underlying concern is with conventional types of  anticompetitive 
conduct, namely hub-and-spoke conspiracies, the exchange of  competitively 
sensitive information and conscious parallelism.

Both the Agencies and the courts have plenty of  experience with these problems 
and can confidently apply the current legal framework. Common ownership is 
hardly a special case demanding a new rule.27 For example, a hub-and-spoke 
conspiracy, which the Agencies have identified as a potential problem with 
common ownership,28 has long been recognised as a violation of s 1.29 It has also 
long been recognised that a court may infer the existence of an unlawful agreement 
from one or more facilitating practices, such as an information exchange or parallel 
pricing.30 Common ownership itself  does not facilitate collusion; rather, at worst 
it may facilitate practices that are themselves facilitating practices, such as infor-
mation exchanges. We are not aware of any case that infers an illegal s 1 agreement 
from the presence of  such an indirect – one might say second-order – facilitating 
practice. As for conscious parallelism, the Supreme Court has long said it is “not 
in itself  unlawful”.31 If  commentators believe the antitrust laws should be amended 

25 Agency OECD Note (n 4), [3].

26 See, e.g., Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1301–1302 (proposing Sherman Act and Clayton Act enforcement using a 
“modified Herfindahl-Hirschman Index” not heretofore applied); Posner, Scott Morton and Weyl (n 14), 
670 (describing “the concentration of markets through large institutional investors [as] the major new antitrust 
challenge of our time” and proposing a new rule “limit[ing] institutions to a stake of no more than 1 percent 
in more than a single firm in oligopolies”).

27 Indeed, at least one enforcer appears to agree. See Noah Phillips, Commissioner, FTC, “Taking Stock: 
Assessing Common Ownership” (Address to Concurrences Review and NYU Stern, 1 June 2018) <www.
ftc.gov/system/files/documents/public_statements/1382461/phillips_-_taking_stock_6-1-18_0.pdf>, 14. (“US 
antitrust enforcers have tools already at our disposal for monitoring and disciplining anticompetitive activity”).

28 See Agency OECD Note (n 4), [4] (explaining that “common ownership raises the possibility of active efforts 
to coordinate the decisions of competitors by or through common owners” and that an investor orchestrating 
such an agreement “could be liable for a per se violation of the antitrust law”).

29 See, e.g., Interstate Circuit, Inc v United States, 306 US 208, 232 (1939) (holding that a series of  vertical 
agreements between a film distributor and each film exhibitor in a given area amounted to a horizontal 
conspiracy among exhibitors that violated s 1); United States v Apple, Inc, 791 F.3d 290, 314 (2d Cir 2015) 
(describing the modern conception of hub-and-spoke conspiracies), George LoBiondo, “The US Court of 
Appeals for the Second Circuit reaffirms the principle that even vertical agreements that seem lawful in the 
abstract can be evidence in horizontal cartel (Apple)” (2015) e-Competitions June 2015 Art N° 74158.

30 See, e.g., Am. Column & Lumber Co v United States, 257 US 377, 394–395 (1921).

31 Brooke Group Ltd v Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp, 509 US 209, 227 (1993) (“Tacit collusion, sometimes 
called oligopolistic price coordination or conscious parallelism, describes the process, not in itself  unlawful, 
by which firms in a concentrated market might in effect share monopoly power, setting their prices at a 
profit-maximizing, supracompetitive level by recognizing their shared economic interests and their 
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to prohibit conscious parallelism, then they should say as much. Efforts to redefine 
the prohibition of  s 1 to reach the aggregation of  passive stock holdings by 
asset managers is both poor policy and a covert attempt to circumvent estab-
lished law.

II. Distinguishing Between Investment Management  
and Stock Ownership

Proponents treat all shares managed by any investment manager as “owned” by 
that manager for antitrust purposes. For example, Azar, Schmalz and Tecu use 
CapitalIQ shareholder data to measure investment managers’ “ownership 
percentage[s]” in major airlines.32 In doing so, they attribute ownership to the 
investment manager, such as BlackRock.33 The investment manager is indeed 
the nominal owner, albeit as a fiduciary for the economic owners, the real parties 
in interest who have invested in its funds. This view is hardly novel: The Supreme 
Court has long recognised that “[a] mutual fund is a pool of  assets, consisting 
primarily of  a portfolio of  securities, and belonging to the individual investors 
holding shares in the fund”.34

Nonetheless, proponents uniformly equate agency with ownership. Elhauge 
asserted in his 2016 article that “[a] small group of  institutions has acquired 
large shareholdings in horizontal competitors”35 and “now own around 80 % 
of  all stock in S&P 500 corporations.”36 The figure he cites actually represents 
the holdings not of  a “small group of  institutions” but of  all “institutional 
investors”, a term that includes more than 9,000 mutual funds, more than 
500 exchange-traded funds, and numerous pension funds, insurance companies 
and hedge funds.37 He repeats this attribution in his 2018 paper, reasoning that 
“most horizontal shareholdings are likely in actively-managed funds”, “each 

 interdependence with respect to price and output decisions.”); see In re Text Messaging Antitrust Litig, 
782 F.3d 867, 874 (7th Cir 2015) (Posner, J), see also Jacques Buhart, “The US Court of  Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit affirms the district court’s grant of  summary judgment in price-fixing litigation (Text 
Messaging)” (2015) e-Competitions April 2015 Art N° 93298.

32 Airline Study (n 6), 11, 52 table 1.

33 ibid, 52 table 1. But see BlackRock (n 19), 6 (arguing regulatory reporting rules vary enough that “there is 
no way to distinguish in these reports between shareholders who retain the economic benefit of these holdings, 
and entities (such as asset managers) who merely invest those holdings on behalf  of third party clients and 
fund”).

34 Jones v Harris Assocs LP, 559 US 335, 338 (2010) (quoting Burks v Lasker, 441 US 417, 480 (1979)).

35 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1267.

36 ibid, 1268.

37 Luis A Aguilar, “Institutional Investors: Power and Responsibility” (Address at Georgia State University, 
19 April 2013) <www.sec.gov/news/speech/2013-spch041913laahtm> (“The universe of institutional investors 
includes mutual funds and ETFs regulated by the SEC, as well as pension funds, insurance companies, and 
a wide variety of hedge funds”, each type of which has “different organizational and governance structures”); 
2018 Investment Company Fact Book (n 1), 52 (providing precise counts of  mutual funds and ETFs for 
2017). More relevant to the issue of common ownership, BlackRock estimates that all active mutual funds, 
index mutual funds and ETFs combined hold only 29.2 % of all US equities. See BlackRock (n 19), 6.
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fund family thus has strong incentives to increase the value of its array of funds”, 
“fund families that own index funds do in fact exert large and increasing efforts 
to influence corporations” and therefore “index funds do benefit if  anticom-
petitive profits increase the overall value of  their portfolios”.38 Posner, Scott 
Morton and Weyl similarly phrase their objection in terms of  ownership by 
funds, arguing “large institutional investors… have adopted an investment 
strategy of  owning a large stake… in competing rivals” and this “concentration 
of  markets through large institutional investors is the major new antitrust 
challenge of  our time”.39 The same is true of  Scott Morton and Hovenkamp, 
who define common ownership as arising “when a number of  equity funds own 
shares of  competitors operating in a concentrated product market”.40

Proponents defend treating investment managers like true owners by noting that 
an investment manager “generally” or “typically” aggregates shareholdings across 
its funds and votes as a bloc with all the shares it manages.41 They suggest voting 
is one possible mechanism by which investment managers may induce changes 
in firm behaviour.42 Rarely, however, do shareholders vote on any matter of 
competitive significance; and the uniformity in their voting likely reflects no 
more than the outsize influence of  proxy advisory firms Glass Lewis and ISS.43

More important, the assertions are false for three reasons. First, a fund does not 
necessarily hold the right to vote all the shares it manages; many shares managed 
by a fund may be voted by their underlying economic owners. For example, the 
same Form 13F data used by proponents44 indicates that Putnam Investments 
LLC had the right to vote approximately 12 % of  the shares of  common stock 

38 Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 27–28.

39 Posner, Scott Morton and Weyl (n 14), 669–670.

40 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2027.

41 Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 27 (“In fact, most horizontal shareholdings are likely in actively-managed funds. 
Further, index funds generally do not vote their own shares: instead, their shares are voted at the fund family 
level (e.g. by BlackRock and Vanguard), rather than separately by fund.”); Scott Morton and Hovenkamp 
(n 14), 2030 (“Fund managers typically accumulate all the votes they control from all their funds and fund 
families and vote them as one block in order to increase their influence”); see also Airline Study (n 6), 
11–12 fn.8 (asserting that coordinating corporate governance activities at the family level occur and can be 
undertaken for strategic reasons).

42 See Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 2 (“One new economic proof establishes that, if  corporate managers maximize 
either their expected vote share or re-election odds, they will maximize a weighted average of their shareholders’ 
profits from all their stockholdings and thus will lessen competition the more that those shareholdings are 
horizontal, even if  each horizontal shareholder has a minority stake”); Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 
2030 (explaining that investment managers’ voting of shares, particularly when voted as a block, demonstrates 
the “ability” for “a competition problem to arise from large shareholders holding [equity in] product market 
competitors”).

43 See, e.g., “The Proxy Advisors Veto” Wall Street Journal (New York, 10 August 2018) (detailing the “substantial 
weight” of the opinions issued by those two proxy advisory firms, which together account for “97 % of the 
advisory market”).

44 See Airline Study (n 60, 10 (using Form 13F data, which the authors describe as covering “all US holdings 
of publicly traded firms by institutional investors managing more than $100 million”); Banking Study (n 6), 
6–8 (using Form 13F data to estimate institutional ownership). We believe SEC Form 13F filings are an 
imperfect measure of stockholdings, as they exclude some categories of securities. See US SEC, “Division 
of Investment Management, Frequently Asked Questions about Form 13F” (15 March 2017) <www.sec.
gov/divisions/investment/13ffaq.htm>, Q7 (“Shares of open-end investment companies, i.e., mutual funds, 
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it managed at the end of  201745 and FMR LLC, which manages Fidelity’s 
holdings, had the right to vote approximately 19 % of  the shares held by 
Fidelity,46 whereas State Street Corp. had the right to vote 100 % of  the shares 
it held.47 The Airline Study used the same data but set aside the shares investment 
managers could not vote,48 perhaps in the mistaken belief  that those shares 
could not be voted by anyone.49

Second, of  the shares an investment manager can vote, it does not necessarily 
vote all of  them the same way. Consistent with its fiduciary duty, each fund must 
vote the shares it manages in the best interests of  their underlying economic 
owners. Because these interests may vary among funds,50 managers of  different 
types of funds do in some circumstances vote their shares differently. For example, 
BlackRock split its vote in a recent contested proxy contest involving 
Proctor & Gamble, with some of  its actively managed funds voting for the 
management proposal and others of  its actively managed funds and its index 
funds voting against it.51

are not included on the [Official List of Section 13(f) Securities] and, therefore, should not be reported on 
Form 13F”). Nonetheless, this data is instructive because it shows that, contrary to proponents’ assertion, 
an investment manager does not exercise voting control over some portion – and in some cases likely a large 
portion – of the shares it manages.

45 See Putnam Investments LLC, “Q4 2017 SEC Form 13F” (filed 14 February 2018) <www.sec.gov/Archives/
edgar/data/1421578/000106299318000809/xslForm13F_X01/form13fInfoTable.xml> (disclosing “sole power 
to vote or to direct the vote” for approximately 73.5 million of the 628 million shares of common stock it 
manages; the figure remains approximately 12 % if  selection is broadened to include common stock ADRs).

46 See FMR LLC, “Q4 2017 SEC Form 13F” (filed 12 February 2018) <www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/
data/315066/000031506618000985/xslForm13F_X01/20180214_FMRLLC.xml> (disclosing “sole power to 
vote or to direct the vote” for approximately 18.5 % of the 10 or 11 billion shares of common stock – depending 
upon how one interprets the Title of Class codes – it managed).

47 See State Street Corp, “Q4 2017 SEC Form 13F” (filed 14 February 2018) <www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/
data/93751/000162828018001640/xslForm13F_X01/copyofcopyof13fworkbook.xml> (disclosing full voting 
control for approximately 2 billion common shares).

48 That is, the study appears to exclude shares the funds cannot vote from the denominator used to calculate 
common ownership voting rights, thereby reducing the denominator and overstating the voting power of 
the funds. See Airline Study (n 6), 11 (“To [quantify common ownership], we calculate the control share for 
shareholder i in [a firm] as the percentage of the sole and shared voting shares of [the firm] held by shareholder 
i. Similarly, we calculate the ownership share of investor i in [a firm] as the percentage of all shares (voting 
and non-voting) of [the firm] held by shareholder i”).

49 An example provided in the official SEC instructions illustrates why proponents’ assumption is mistaken. 
See US SEC, “Form 13F: General Instructions” SEC 1685 (1–12) <www.sec.gov/pdf/form13f.pdf> (defining 
the reporting categories for voting and defining a manager’s right to vote in “routine” matters, such as 
“approval of an annual report”, but not “extraordinary” ones, such as “a contested election of directors”, 
as “hav[ing] no voting authority” for “purposes of this Form 13F”).

50 See, e.g., Thomas A Lambert and Michael E Sykuta, “The Case for Doing Nothing About Institutional 
Investors’ Common Ownership of Small Stakes in Competing Firms” 14 May 2018) Univ of Mo School of 
Law Legal Stud. Res. Paper No 2018-21, 23–28 (providing figures for select Vanguard investments).

51 See Lauren Coleman-Lochner and Scott Deveau, “Even in Victory, P&G Polarizes Investors with Peltz 
F i g h t ”  ( B l o o m b e r g ,  1 0  O c t o b e r  2 0 1 7 )  < w w w. b l o o m b e r g . c o m / n e w s /
articles/2017-10-10/p-g-declares-victory-in-peltz-fight-but-investor-disputes-vote> (noting BlackRock Inc 
voted 2 million shares for the Board’s proposal and it voted against the proposal with the balance of the 
shares it had the right to vote); BlackRock, “Investment Stewardship Report: Americas, Q4 2017” (31 December 
2017), 3 (describing an activist challenge – presumably this event – in which “[a] small proportion of Black-
Rock’s actively managed funds voted in favor of management” and other BlackRock “active and index-based 
funds” voted in favor of the activist proposal). As of Q4 2017, Blackrock Inc had the right to vote approxi-
mately 136 million shares in Proctor & Gamble. See Blackrock, Inc, “Q4 2017 SEC Form 13F” (filed 9 February 
2018) <www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1364742/000108636418000003/xslForm13F_
X01/ form13fInfoTable. ml>.
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Third, investment management firms do not necessarily all vote the same way. 
For example, major investment managers have voted differently on shareholder 
proposals concerning the climate change policies of  portfolio firms.52

All the proponents’ further analysis flows from the twin assumptions that the 
investment manager owns the shares it holds and that it acts monolithically. For 
example, after attributing ownership to BlackRock, Fidelity and the like, Azar, 
Schmalz and Tecu then calculate a modified Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 
(MHHI) – which is a “rough gauge”53 attempting to “quantify the competitive 
effects of  horizontal joint ventures”54 – for each market by assuming in part 
“that shareholder control is proportional to the number of  shares they own”.55 
They note these MHHIs “take[] into account to which extent competitors are 
commonly owned by the same investors” and conclude there is “evidence of 
large anti-competitive incentives due to common ownership links at the market 
level”.56 In each case, the common “owner” is the investment manager, not the 
economic owner or even the manager at the investment firm who decides how 
to vote the shares in the portfolio(s) he or she manages.

This error has three implications. First, aggregation alone is being held respon-
sible for the empirical evidence purporting to find statistically significant 
anticompetitive effects. As any student of  antitrust knows, an HHI increases 
geometrically as market shares increase arithmetically. Attributing stocks owned 
in common to their individual investors (e.g., retirement account holders) would 
instead show atomistic shareholdings and no significant difference between an 
MHHI and an HHI. Even if  one insists on incorrectly attributing stock to 
investment managers, more granular analysis is still necessary because a sponsor 
of  multiple funds, including all the major investment management firms 
mentioned, may not vote all its funds’ shares the same way; making this correction 
would also substantially reduce the MHHI predicted by a proponent’s model.

Second, aggregation allows proponents to argue that common ownership alters 
a firm’s incentives because its executives know it is “owned” in large part by 
investment managers who face net losses (via their stockholdings in the firms’ 
competitors) if  the firm attempts to take business from its competitors, and who 
will vote their shares accordingly to punish aggressive competition. Firms 
therefore will avoid competing in order to keep prices and profits high across 

52 See, e.g., Eric Rosenbaum, “Exxon Mobile Loses Support of A Powerful Voice in Climate Change Policy” 
(CNBC.com, 31 August 2017) <www.cnbc.com/2017/08/31/investing-power-vanguard-votes-against-exxon-
mobil-on-climate-change.html> (characterising State Street as “the strongest voice among investing giants” 
in supporting climate change proposals, BlackRock as an active supporter and Vanguard as generally opposed 
with a few recent exceptions).

53 Steven C Salop and Daniel P O’Brien, “Competitive Effects of Partial Ownership: Financial Interest and 
Corporate Control” (2000) 67 Antitrust LJ 559, 595.

54 Airline Study (n 6), 5.

55 ibid, 25.

56 ibid, 38.
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the industry. In this, asset managers internalise both the economic effects and 
hold the voting power necessary to influence management.

In fact, however, ownership and voting often are separate. The economic effect 
of  portfolio firms competing aggressively is felt almost entirely by an individual 
account holder,57 not by his investment manager. Yet the investment manager 
often votes the shares.

The economic effects are also asymmetric because investment managers offer, 
and individual account holders may invest in, multiple funds that have different 
shareholdings and different incentives. This makes it impossible to generalise 
that vigorous competition necessarily harms them. For example, an individual 
invested in the Fidelity Select Consumer Finance fund (FSVLX) would have an 
interest in mortgage lenders, credit card lenders and major banks, such as Bank 
of  America and Wells Fargo.58 Meanwhile an individual invested in the Fidelity 
Select Banking fund (FSRBX) would hold stock in the same major banks and 
a constellation of  regional banks such as Valley National Bancorp and 
Community Trust Bancorp.59 So the former investor would benefit if  Bank of 
America takes sales from Valley National, whereas the latter investor may not.

Third, and relatedly, aggregation conflates the conduct of owners with the conduct 
of  managers. Proponents in general, and Elhauge in particular, have alleged 
anticompetitive conduct by investment managers,60 even when an investment 
manager was not actually involved,61 to explain how common ownership could 
harm competition.62 This is not a plausible mechanism once one recognises that 
the conduct is not undertaken by owners.

57 We recognise that investment managers earn fees in proportion to their assets under management, which in 
turn appreciate – ceteris paribus – as the prices of portfolio stocks rise. Yet with fees on many investment 
products well below 1 %, and in some cases below 0.1 %, the gains flowing to the underlying economic owners 
dwarf those flowing to investment managers by several orders of magnitude. The very low fee structure is 
particularly true of the investment managers that proponents mentioned by name (e.g. Vanguard).

58 See Fidelity, “Portfolio Holdings Listing Select Consumer Finance Portfolio” (as of  28 February 2018) 
(original on file with authors).

59 Fidelity, “Portfolio Holdings Listing Select Banking Portfolio” (as of  28 February 2018) (original on file 
with authors).

60 See Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1269–1270 (citing an example used in the Airline Study), 1270–1271 (citing a proxy 
contest at du Pont), 1279 (describing executive compensation methods); Elhauge (2017) (n 11), 4–5 (citing 
as problematic examples of investment managers voting shares and communicating with firm management).

61 Elhauge erroneously claims investment managers pushed airlines to jointly reduce capacity, citing a New 
York Times article. See Elhauge (2017) (n 11), 5 (“For example, Southwest Airlines reportedly reduced capacity 
increases after being critiqued by investors who were urging all airlines to hold down capacity.”) In fact, that 
article reported that “Wall Street analysts” were pressing airlines to cut capacity. See Christopher Drew, “U.S. 
Investigates Biggest Airlines in Collusion Case” New York Times (New York, 2 July 2015), A1. “Wall Street 
analysts” refers to equities researchers at investment banks, not investment managers at funds. See, e.g., 
Harriet Lefton, “Here are 5 top stock picks from Wall Street analysts for a choppy market” (CNBC.com, 
20 February 2018) <www.cnbc.com/2018/02/20/here-are-5-top-stock-picks-from-wall-street-analysts-for-a-
choppy-market.html> (describing stock picks from equities researchers at Susquehanna, Key Banc, Barclays, 
Piper Jaffray and B Riley FBR).

62 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2030–2031 (asserting “owners have the incentive and ability to soften 
the intensity of competition” and then describing various communications between investment managers 
and firms); Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1269–1270 (describing communications between investment managers and 
firms).
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III. The Legal Rhetoric Far Surpasses  
the Underlying Economic Evidence

The economic evidence that common ownership causes anticompetitive harm is 
very thin. For every study finding anticompetitive effects, there are three refuting 
it. Several scholars dispute whether the theory is faithfully represented in the 
empirical model,63 whether that model is properly specified,64 and whether causation 
can be inferred from the coefficients predicted by the model.65 Kwon uses an entirely 
different model that predicts common ownership may increase competition.66

Moreover, the economic models used in the original studies fail to account for 
either conscious parallelism or collusion among the investment managers, and 
therefore may be attributing to common ownership price effects caused by other 
anticompetitive activities. This risk is very real. For example, one of  the papers 
cited most heavily examined prices in the airline industry.67 Airlines have long 
acknowledged, and courts have long found, that prices in that industry are set 
in part through consciously parallel activity.68

Despite these shortcomings, proponents proceed as though the anticompetitive 
effects of  common ownership were undisputed. For example, Elhauge blandly 
states that economic studies “empirically prov[e] that horizontal shareholdings 
have the predicted anticompetitive effects”.69 Similarly, Scott Morton and 
Hovenkamp note a “growing body of  empirical literature” concluding that 
common ownership in concentrated markets makes “market output… lower and 
prices higher than [they] would be otherwise”.70

63 O’Brien and Waehrer (n 9), 733; Gramlich and Grundl (n 10), 2–3; Kennedy and others (n 10), 4–5; Dennis, 
Gerardi and Schenone (n 10), 2–3, 6–10.

64 O’Brien and Waehrer (n 9), 732; CCMR (n 10), 3–4; Dennis, Gerardi and Schenone (n 10), 12–25.

65 O’Brien and Waehrer (n 9), 732; CCMR (n 10), at 5–9.

66 Kwon (n 10), 2–5.

67 Azar, Schmalz and Tecu explicitly recognise that the model they apply to airlines “does not feature tacit or 
explicit collusion.” Airline Study (n 6), 63.

68 See, e.g., In re Travel Agency Antitrust Litig, 898 F Supp 685, 690 (D Minn 1995) (“It is defendants’ position 
that when Delta recast its commission structure in February, 1995, the other airlines engaged in legal conscious 
parallelism and made independent cost-cutting decisions”); Br. of  amici curiae in support of pet’nr. at 3, 
Bell Atlantic Corp v Twombly, No 05-1126 (filed August 2006) (Northwest Airlines and United Airlines 
arguing that because “rational business decision-making in [the airline] industry necessarily depends on 
assessments of – but not agreement on – other carriers’ likely responses”, “high ‘market shares’ and appear-
ances of interdependent carrier behavior may make airlines attractive targets for spurious antitrust litigation”); 
In re Delta/Airtran Baggage Fee Antitrust Litig, 245 F Supp 3d 1343, 1381 (ND Ga 2017) (“The record taken 
as a whole could not lead a rational trier of fact to find that Defendants engaged in a conspiracy to fix prices 
rather than lawful conscious parallelism” (internal quotations omitted)), aff’d sub nom. Siegel v Delta Air 
Lines, Inc, No 16-16401, 2018 WL 1224393 (11th Cir, 9 March 2018); Prosterman v American Airlines, Inc, 
No. 17-15468, slip op. at 2 (9th Cir, 23 August, 2018) (per curiam) (“In an interdependent oligopoly such as 
the US airline industry, a plaintiff  whose claim lies under Section 1 of the Sherman Act must plead more 
than conscious parallelism to survive a motion to dismiss”).

69 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1271; see also Elhauge (2017) (n 11), 6 (“Empirical studies of the airline and banking 
industries have proven the anticompetitive effects of high levels of horizontal shareholding in concentrated 
markets”).

70 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2027; see ibid, 2032.
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Having assumed anticompetitive effects despite the lopsided empirical record 
to the contrary, these proponents quickly shift to assessing antitrust liability 
and proposing sweeping structural and behavioural remedies.71 In doing so 
they largely ignore causation. For example, Scott Morton and Hovenkamp 
admit that the economic literature “to date does not identify what mechanism 
funds may use to soften competition” but assert as a legal matter that “the 
Clayton Act does not insist on proof  of  the precise mechanism by which prices 
are increased”.72 They cite no legal authority for that assertion, which is not 
surprising because that does not appear to be consistent with the law; indeed, 
Hovenkamp elsewhere recognises that “every plaintiff  in a civil case must show 
that its injuries were ‘caused’ by the defendant’s illegal conduct”.73 To date no 
one purports to know what causes the effect found in the three studies by 
Schmalz et al.

More broadly, it is necessary to specify the causal mechanism because not all 
practices that have anticompetitive effects are unlawful. For example, as discussed 
above, the purportedly anticompetitive effects observed in the airline industry 
may be entirely explained by conscious parallelism, which is not unlawful. In the 
same vein, Baker points out that intellectual property rights and network effects 
could explain a rise in market power and a concomitant diminution of  competitive 
vigour.74

In sum, the confident legal rhetoric far outstrips the economic evidence and 
legal theory required to establish liability under s 7. One might describe it the 
way Tim Muris and Howard Beales described FTC consumer protection 
enforcement in the 1970s: “there was no clear theory of  liability, there was a 
tenuous link between the problem and the remedy, and there was a weak 
empirical foundation.”75

71 See Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1301–1302 (proposing treble damage suits and government enforcement); Posner, 
Scott Morton and Weyl (n 14), 670 (proposing strict limitations on the percentage of shares an investment 
manager may hold in each portfolio company); Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2047 (proposing 
government challenges to both new and preexisting shareholdings by investment managers).

72 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2031, 2033.

73 Phillip E Areeda and others, Antitrust Law (4th ed, Wolters Kluwer 2014), [338] (citing Atlantic Richfield 
Co v USA Petroleum Co (ARCO), 495 US 328, 339–340 (1990)); see also Cargill, Inc v Monfort of Colorado, 
Inc, 479 US 104, 116 (1986) (holding a s 7 plaintiff  could not establish anticompetitive harm merely by 
showing the transaction would reduce its profits because that dynamic is also consistent with vigorous 
nonpredatory competition); Brunswick Corp v Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc, 429 US 477, 488–489 (1977) 
(requiring a plaintiff  to “prove antitrust injury, which is to say injury of  the type the antitrust laws were 
intended to prevent and that flows from that which makes defendants’ acts unlawful”). Although Hoven-
kamp’s discussion focuses on private Clayton Act s 4 cases and each of  the cases cited above similarly 
involved a private plaintiff  seeking damages, Hovenkamp argues the principle applies universally and we 
see no reason why a public plaintiff  must not also causally connect the allegedly illegal act to the claimed 
anticompetitive effects.

74 Baker (n 17), 219 (“Even if  greater market power is a substantial cause of depressed investment, moreover, 
that market power may not have derived from only the consequences of  overlapping financial investor 
ownership. It could also or instead have resulted from other forms of exclusionary and collusive conduct 
undeterred by the antitrust laws, or from intellectual property rights and network effects”).

75 John H Carley and others, “Panel Discussion: Politics and Policy in 1981” in James Campbell Cooper (ed) 
The Regulatory Revolution at the FTC: A Thirty-Year Perspective on Competition and Consumer Protection 
(OUP US 2013), 9, 15 (statement of Timothy J Muris).
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IV. Neither Theory of Antitrust Liability Is  
as Clear as Proponents Represent

Proponents argue both s 7 and s 1 clearly extend to prohibit common ownership. 
Elhauge takes perhaps the most aggressive posture, but Scott Morton and 
Hovenkamp are not far behind. As we show below, existing law cannot support 
the expansive claims they make.

1. Background on the section 7 debate

Proponents advance an overly aggressive reading of  the scope of  s 7, focusing 
on the plain meaning of  the statute without reference to the case law. When 
proponents – principally Elhauge – do address cases interpreting the scope of  s 
7, they overstate the extent to which those cases and their holdings are applicable 
to common ownership.76 Commentators and the Agencies have already registered 
their disagreement with Elhauge’s interpretation of  various sources.77 We believe 
these infirmities extend to every case upon which Elhauge relied. Shorn of puffery, 
the s 7 legal argument is not supported by any authority beyond a simple reading 
of  the statute, which is not always a reliable guide to defining the outer boundary 
of  the antitrust laws; indeed, neither the rule of  reason nor the requirement of 
antitrust standing can be found in any antitrust statute.78

In his 2016 article, Elhauge argued the statute as currently interpreted prohibits 
common ownership. Because s 7 has never been applied to common ownership, 
he discussed why his interpretation concerning limited passive stakes in all firms 
in a market is “quite parallel to the accepted point that one firm’s acquisition 
of  a noncontrolling interest in a rival can be illegal”.79 In support, he cited the 
plain meaning of  the statute, four cases that he argued are analogous and 

76 In his latest effort, for example, Elhauge attacks us for arguing, at least in his telling, that “we should ignore 
the plain meaning of what the cases say.” Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 265. Obviously, we would not and did not 
say that. Instead, we have said before, and we say again here, that Elhauge relies entirely upon dicta, which 
have no controlling legal effect. Elhauge nonethelelss converts every dictum, no matter how unconnected to 
the facts of the case, into an “express[] holding.” See, for example, ibid, 263 (regarding du Pont). Therefore, 
as we say above, we are most dismayed by Elhauge’s claim that the dicta in these cases can – through some 
unknown alchemy – be transformed into an authoritative interpretation of s 7. We would agree with the far 
less audacious claim – which, of course, Elhauge has not made – that some dicta can be read to support his 
preferred reading of the statute.

77 See, e.g., Rock and Rubinfeld (n 10), 258–262; Agency OECD Note (n 4), [3] – [4], [9] (pointing out that 
“common ownership is distinct from cross-ownership”, “the US antitrust agencies have not litigated a case 
involving common ownership by a single institutional investor”, and the portion of  the US Horizontal 
Merger Guidelines that Elhauge cited “is concerned more directly with cross-ownership” (cleaned up)).

78 See, e.g., Bd of Trade of the City of Chicago v United States, 246 US 231 (1918) (establishing the modern rule 
of  reason test for determining which practices unreasonably restrain trade); Brunswick Corp, 429 US at 
488–489 (announcing the requirement of “antitrust standing”). Elhauge has since attacked us on this point, 
claiming that the plain meaning of s 1 includes the word “net.” Ironically, however, Elhauge quotes himself  
– not the statute – for this point. As anyone can see, this apparently crucial word simply does not appear in 
the statute itself. See Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 260 fn258 (quoting Einer R. Elhauge, United States antitrust 
law and economics 54 (3rd ed. 2018)); see 15 USC 1.

79 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1303. He also argues “horizontal shareholdings… raise problems that are very similar 
to those created by interlocking directorates and officers,” ibid, but does not further develop that argument.
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supportive,80 and a passage from the Agencies’ guidelines dealing with cross-
shareholdings in the evaluation of  a horizontal merger.81

Elhauge’s legal analysis was soon attacked on two grounds. First, Rock and 
Rubinfeld argued that the cases Elhauge cited involved ownership of  the stock 
in one company by another company, a phenomenon called cross-ownership, 
rather than the common ownership of  hundreds of  stocks.82 Elhauge himself  
had noted this distinction but downplayed its significance.83 Second, Rock and 
Rubinfeld noted that the facts in each case involved a substantial minority stake, 
typically 20 % or greater, which they interpreted as a stake sufficient to confer 
de facto control.84 Elhauge noticed a similar threshold, although he argued a 
shareholding of  that size could not confer control.85

Elhauge dismissed Rock and Rubinfeld’s points because “nothing in their critique 
explains how this statutory text can plausibly be interpreted to permit horizontal 
stock acquisitions that substantially lessen competition”.86 In other words, Elhauge 
relies upon a literal reading of s 7 and the hotly disputed empirical claim that a 
horizontal shareholding of any magnitude causes anticompetitive harm.87

In late 2017, the Agencies submitted a memorandum to the OECD acknowledging 
the doubtful applicability of  s 7 precedents to common ownership. Specifically, 
the Agencies noted they “have not litigated a case involving common ownership 

80 ibid, 1302–1309, fn 178, 188–191, 202–203 (citing United States v EI du Pont de Nemours & Co, 353 US 586, 
597–98 (1957); United States v Dairy Farmers of America, Inc, 426 F3d 850, 859–60 (6th Cir, 2005); United 
States v Tracinda Inv Corp, 477 F Supp 1093, 1098–99 (CD Cal 1979); Anaconda Co v Crane Co, 411 F Supp 
1210, 1218–1219 (SDNY 1975)). Elhauge also cites various other sources for subsidiary points, including 
two cases supporting arguments concerning treble damages and efficiencies analysis, and comments submitted 
by a private party in response to the proposed consent agreement in United States v Gillette and a Harper’s 
Weekly article.

81 ibid, 1303, fn.178 (citing US DoJ & FTC, “Horizontal Merger Guidelines” (19 August 2010), [13]).

82 See Rock and Rubinfeld (n 10), 256 (“As this summary shows, in applying Section 7 to partial acquisitions, 
the case law focuses on two elements of control. First, these are understood as ‘cross ownership’ cases not 
‘common ownership’ cases. In each, there is clear, uncontroversial control over ‘firm A,’ with the key question 
being whether the acquisition of  stock provides sufficient control or influence over ‘Firm B’”); see also 
Gramlich and Grundl (n 10), 4 (noting how the banking paper “adapts the MHHI to account for competitors 
directly owning shares of each other (‘cross ownership’)” to evaluate whether “common ownership reduces 
competition”).

83 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1303 (“Such stock acquisitions can thus be challenged under Clayton Act § 7. Indeed, 
legal actions against horizontal shareholdings are quite parallel to the accepted point that one firm’s acqui-
sition of a noncontrolling interest in a rival can be illegal (even when passive) if  it lessens the incentives of 
the firms to compete with each other in a sufficiently concentrated market.” (citing “Horizontal Merger 
Guidelines” (n 80), [13]; United States v Dairy Farmers of America, Inc, 426 F3d 850, 859–860 (6th Cir, 2005)).

84 Rock and Rubinfeld (n 10), 256 (“Second, in considering whether the challenged stock acquisition will 
threaten anti-competitive harm, the focus has been on very substantial stock acquisitions (>20 %) and the 
extent to which the stock held or being acquired allowed the acquirer to control the target”).

85 See Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1305–1306. Instead Elhauge believes a 20 % shareholding is sufficient to confer 
“influence over the corporation’s business decisions” or “access to the corporation’s sensitive business 
information”. ibid.

86 Elhauge (2017) (n 11), 10.

87 ibid, 4 (arguing common ownership solves the “puzzle” of “why aren’t institutional investors more often 
voting against compensation methods that they know are inefficient” and that the “explanation fits the proven 
empirical link between executive compensation methods and horizontal shareholding”).
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by a single institutional investor” and said they would do so only if  “an inquiry 
reveals compelling evidence of  the anticompetitive effects of  common ownership 
by institutional investors in concentrated industries”.88 They also pointed out 
that the Horizontal Merger Guidelines commentary cited by Elhauge 
“is concerned more directly with cross-ownership” than with common owner-
ship.89 The Agencies flatly rejected Elhauge’s reading of the safe harbour provision 
of  s 7 for investments made “solely for investment”,90 stating that the statute 
“reflects an underlying policy of  broad support for investment through stock 
purchases, when such practices are not part of  an effort to control or influence 
management of  the firm”,91 and reiterating that the investment-only exception 
applies to purchases of  shares below 10 % – or 15 % for institutional investors – 
unless the stock is acquired “with the intent of  seeking control”.92 That is, unlike 
Elhauge, the Agencies believe the investment-only exception applies unless the 
acquiring party intends to seek control or influence. This is directly contrary to 
Elhauge’s attempt to dispense with intent and causation and instead invoke s 7 
whenever the effect – regardless of  the mechanism – is arguably anticompetitive.93

Elhauge issued yet another common ownership paper one month later, in January 
2018. He did not refer or respond to the Agencies’ position, which they had 
submitted to the same meeting of  the Competition Committee where Elhauge 
had presented an earlier version of  his new paper.94 Instead, he reiterated his 
disagreement with Rock and Rubinfeld, dismissed various economic arguments 
as “implausible” without citing any empirical evidence, and made several unsup-
ported assumptions to establish the causal link between common ownership and 
anticompetitive effects.95 For example, he argues that enforcement can be 
undertaken despite the limited empirical evidence because there is “new economic 
proof  that horizontal shareholding increases prices if  one thinks either that 
larger shareholders have more influence or that managers maximise either their 
vote share or their odds of  re-election”, and that the “proof” and attendant 
assumptions are conclusive absent “powerful empirical evidence that such price 

88 Agency OECD Note (n 4), [3].

89 ibid, [9]. Elhauge nonetheless takes this as proof that “if  [the agencies] were convinced that horizontal 
shareholding had anticompetitive effects, then they would consider bringing suit under the Act.” Elhauge 
(2018) (n 11), 260. The Agencies did indeed say this, but they did so immediately after making clear they 
believed there was not “sufficient evidence of anticompetitive effects.” Agency OECD note (n 4), [15].

90 15 USC, s 18.

91 Agency OECD Note (n 4), [6].

92 ibid, [7].

93 Curiously, Elhauge charges we have “claim[ed] that the U.S. antitrust agencies… have concluded that Clayton 
Act s 7 applies to cross-shareholding but not to horizontal shareholding.” Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 260. We 
cannot find any such passage in our previous work, although we did say – correctly – that “the Agencies have 
already registered their disagreement with Elhauge’s interpretation of various sources,” citing passages in 
the OCED submission regarding cross-ownership, the agencies’ lack of a single litigated case, and a portion 
of the Horizontal Merger Guidelines. We make the same point again in footnote 77 above.

94 Elhauge attended the same OECD meeting and presented an earlier version of his January 2018 paper at 
that event, so he was well aware of the comments submitted by the Agencies.

95 See Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 6–10, 25 fn 105.
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effects did not exist”.96 He also claimed support for his s 7 theory in two more 
antitrust cases,97 overstating the breadth of  the holding in each.

Unsurprisingly, leading antitrust enforcers are not convinced. In May 2018, 
Bruce Hoffman, then the director of  the Bureau of  Competition at the FTC, 
concluded common ownership does not “present clear antitrust concerns”.98 In 
a speech in June, FTC Commissioner Noah Phillips agreed, finding the empirical 
evidence insufficient, the mechanism of harm elusive and the underlying rationale 
at odds with contemporary solutions to the principal-agent problem.99

2. Previous section 7 cases are inapposite and unsupportive

Elhauge’s reliance upon s 7 jurisprudence is misplaced for two reasons. First, as 
the Agencies pointed out, all the cases concern cross-ownership, not common 
ownership.100 For example, one of  the defendants in Tracinda acquired large 
blocks of  stock in Columbia Pictures and MGM, which is not analogous to an 
investment manager acquiring small stakes in each of  the 500 stocks in the 
S&P 500 Index, some of  which are direct horizontal competitors.

To illustrate how common ownership and cross-ownership produce different 
results, consider the airline industry.101 An individual who owns stock in all four 
major airlines might well benefit if  those airlines successfully increased their 
ticket prices on the routes where they compete. In contrast, an index fund holding 
the four airlines and the 496 other components of  the S&P 500 would experience 
not only that gain but also, because increased prices will mean lower output by 
the airlines, losses in other shares it owns.102 First, the index fund also holds 

96 ibid, 24; see ibid, 11–17 (discussing additional work by José Azar and others).

97 ibid, 8–9 (citing United States v ITT Continental Baking Co, 420 US 223, 240–242 (1975)); ibid, 10 (citing 
Denver & Rio Grande WRR v United States, 687 US 485, 501 (1967)).

98 Pallavi Guniganti, “FTC Skeptical of  Common Ownership and Data Theories, Says Hoffman” (Global 
Competition Review, 3 May 2018) <https://globalcompetitionreview.com/article/usa/1168931/ftc-sceptical-
of-common-ownership-and-data-theories-says-hoffman>.

99 See Phillips (n 27), 3–14.

100 Agency OECD Note (n 4), [2] (“Common ownership is distinct from cross-ownership, which describes a 
company holding an interest (stock or otherwise) in a competitor. As discussed in a prior US submission to 
the OECD, cross-ownership of a minority position sometimes can pose competitive concerns that may be 
addressed through antitrust enforcement.”); Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1303 (arguing “legal actions against 
horizontal shareholdings are quite parallel to the accepted point that one firm’s acquisition of a noncontrolling 
interest in a rival can be illegal (even when passive) if  it lessens the incentives of the firms to compete with 
each other in a sufficiently concentrated market”); Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 5 (distinguishing between “horizontal 
shareholding”, his new preferred term for what we here call common shareholding, and “cross shareholding”, 
which he describes as “situations when firms have minority shareholdings in each other”).

101 See also Committee on Capital Markets Regulation (n 10), 3 (observing the same defect); Lambert and 
Sykuta (n 50), 19–20 (modelling an example with hypothetical ownership shares).

102 See Baker (n 17), 225 (“Enforcers and courts may be unwilling to conclude that competition will be harmed 
if  the financial investor defendants can show that the exercise of market power in those businesses would 
harm other investments in their portfolios, such as their ownership stakes in suppliers, purchasers, or sellers 
of complementary products”); Rock and Rubinfeld (n 10), 234–236 (illustrating how different investment 
managers have different airline holdings, and therefore different incentives, and then explaining how “the 
problem becomes an order of magnitude more complicated when one realizes that [indexes] also manage 
funds that own shares of the airlines’ suppliers (e.g. Exxon, Boeing) and customers (e.g. GE, GM and IBM)”).
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stocks in 496 corporate airline customers, all of  which now must pay higher 
ticket prices and therefore experience lower earnings. Second, it holds stocks in 
numerous suppliers to airlines, such as Boeing and ExxonMobil, which also will 
experience lower earnings because of  the reduced demand for their inputs.

Elhauge responded to this inevitable consequence by asserting it is “implausible” as 
a theoretical matter that the index fund’s losses could exceed its benefits.103 He did not 
attempt any empirical analysis, instead hypothesising that “a large share of anticom-
petitive effects will necessarily be visited on noncorporate suppliers and purchasers”, 
and therefore not internalised by a fund invested only in corporate entities.104 This 
response would hardly satisfy the burden of proof a plaintiff would face in court.

More broadly, the airline example illustrates how the incentives arising from cross-
ownership are much simpler – and much more likely to be anticompetitive – than 
those arising from common ownership. Therefore, court decisions premised upon 
cross-ownership do not necessarily apply, let alone apply with equal force, to common 
ownership. Given this significant difference, the onus is surely upon proponents 
seeking to equate the two scenarios to explain why cases that address cross-ownership 
– that is, essentially the entire corpus of s 7 law – also prohibit common ownership.

Second, Elhauge greatly overstated the extent to which the courts have endorsed his 
expansive reading of s 7. He did so by creatively reinterpreting unsupportive holdings, 
treating a dictum as a holding, and inappropriately expanding a holding by applying 
it to materially different facts. Let us consider each claim and its supporting sources.

Elhauge cited two 1970s-era district court cases, United States v Tracinda Investment 
Corp105 and Anaconda Co v Crane Co,106 to support his argument that the “substantive 
passive investor exception” to s 7 “requires proving both of the following elements: 
(1) the stock acquisition must be solely for investment; and (2) the acquired stock 
must not actually be used to lessen competition substantially or to attempt to do 
so”.107 Neither case supports his claim that the s 7 inquiry focuses narrowly upon 
actual effects, let alone his broader argument that s 7 applies to common ownership.

According to Elhauge, Tracinda held the “solely-for-investment element 
was met when the investor committed to vote shares proportionally to other 
shareholders”.108 Tracinda in fact held that when a court evaluates whether an 
acquired stock “is being used by voting or otherwise to bring about or attempt 
to bring about a substantial lessening of  competition”, the court must determine 
whether the evidence is sufficient to show “that the stock acquisition… was 

103 Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 25 fn 105.

104 ibid.

105 477 F Supp 1093 (CD Cal 1979).

106 411 F Supp 1210 (SDNY 1975).

107 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1305.

108 ibid, 1306 fn 191.
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made for the purpose or… intent of  controlling [the target]”.109 Because the 
defendant produced evidence that at the time of  acquisition it had agreed to 
several limitations on its ability to exercise control, including but not limited 
to the aforementioned restriction on voting, the court found “both [defendants] 
made their stock acquisitions solely for investment, and with no intention of 
controlling [the target]”.110 In other words, contrary both to Elhauge’s claimed 
focus on how the stock is “actually to be used”111 and to his assertion that “the 
substantive standard can make even passive investors liable”,112 Tracinda holds 
that the acquirer’s intention determines whether the investment-only exception 
applies. In order to make that crystal clear, the Tracinda court included a 
footnote rejecting the government’s argument that the test for s 7 “should turn 
solely on whether the effect of  the acquisition is or may be substantially to 
lessen competition” because that approach “would completely obliterate the 
investment exception”.113

Elhauge similarly misstated the holding of Anaconda. In his telling, the case 
holds the “solely-for-investment element was met when the investor committed 
not to seek representation on [the] board of  directors and not to vote shares 
in any way that might lessen competition”.114 That is factually correct but 
obscures the court’s underlying focus upon the acquirer’s intention. The district 
court credited the defendant’s representation “that it has no intention of 
acquiring control of  [the target] now or in the future and that its sole purpose 
is to acquire [the target’s] stock as an investment”115 and held the target “has 
failed to make out its Section 7 claims”.116 In other words, it is the intended or 
actual acquisition of  control that matters, not, as Elhauge would have it, 
whether “the acquired stock is actually used, by voting or otherwise, to lessen 
competition substantially”.117

109 477 F Supp, 1100. The court also noted the “striking resemblance” of the shareholder agreement in that case 
and the one in Anaconda. See ibid. Although Elhauge has much to say in disagreement with our reading of 
Tracinda, he apparently does not dispute that the court viewed the question of control as dispositive. See 
Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 267. Indeed, the court decided there that “there is no combination” – and therefore s 
7 is inapplicable – “[w]here control is nonexistent.” 477 F Supp 1100. It is therefore curious that Elhauge 
reads the case as holding “that even an acquisition that was made solely for investment would be illegal if  
the stock were later used to lessen competition.” Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 267.

110 Tracinda, 477 F Supp 1100.

111 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1305.

112 ibid.

113 477 F Supp, 1099. Oddly Elhauge cited this same footnote approvingly elsewhere without mentioning that 
it explicitly considered and rejected the very proposition for which he initially cited it. See Elhauge (2016) 
(n 5), 1308 (summarising fn 5 of Tracinda as explaining “that the passive investor ‘exception’ is not really an 
exception at all, but rather means that a different standard of proof applies to purely passive investments”).

114 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1306 fn 191.

115 Anaconda, 411 F Supp, 1218.

116 ibid, 1219.

117 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1308 (emphasis in original). Elhauge has subsequently retreated somewhat from this 
claim, noting in his latest work a passage in which the court discussed the lack of evidence that Crane either 
had an anticompetitive motive or had actually used the stock in an anticompetitive way. See Elhauge (2018) 
(n 11), 266. Of course, the question in Anaconda was whether the court should “prohibit Crane from gaining 
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Elhauge also significantly broadened the holding of United States v EI du Pont 
de Nemours & Co.118 There the Supreme Court held du Pont had used its roughly 
23 % stake in General Motors to induce GM to purchase certain inputs from 
du Pont. Unlike the passive institutional investors in Elhauge’s crosshairs, several 
members of  the du Pont family or close associates served as GM officers and 
directors, and therefore exerted significant influence over its day-to-day 
activities;119 a former senior officer at du Pont “became the [GM] vice-president 
in charge of  the operations committee” and undertook “the responsibility of 
keeping du Pont informed of  [GM’s] affairs”.120 The court did say, as Elhauge 
noted,121 that “even when the purchase is solely for investment, the plain language 
of  § 7 contemplates an action at any time the stock is used to bring about, or 
in attempting to bring about, the substantial lessening of  competition”.122 But 
that was obiter dictum: after reviewing the record evidence, the court found du 
Pont had intended from the outset to use the stock acquisition to reduce 
competition in the sale of  fabrics and finishes to GM and that after the acqui-
sition it actually had done so.123 Therefore du Pont hardly supports Elhauge’s 
contention that even an acquisition by a passive fund that also owns shares 
in rival firms runs afoul of  s 7.124 Nor does it support Scott Morton and 
 Hovenkamp’s interpretation that the case concerns anticompetitive effects that 
occurred long after the initial acquisition.125 Rather, du Pont holds only that the 
acquisition of  shares is unlawful from the outset if  it was made with the intent 
to reduce competition by influencing the acquired firm, in that case by influencing 
its purchase of  inputs.126

a majority position in Anaconda’s stock,” Anaconda, 411 F Supp 1218, so the “use” of stock is properly read 
to mean control. It is therefore hard to see how the case endorses Elhauge’s theory that small, indirect, 
non-controlling shareholdings violate s 7.

118 353 US 586 (1957).

119 ibid, 601–602 (noting the appointment of Pierre S Du Pont and three Du Pont associates to the GM board 
of directors).

120 ibid, 602–603.

121 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1305 & fn 189 (quoting du Pont, 353 US at 597–98).

122 du Pont, 353 US, 597–598. In his most recent work, Elhauge doubles down on this claim, proclaiming the 
Supreme Court “expressly held” it. Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 263. Yet a statement that does not relate to the 
facts of the case is not a holding.

123 Specifically, the court found the “background of the acquisition, particularly the plain implications of the 
contemporaneous [internal du Pont] documents, destroys any basis for a conclusion that the [initial] purchase 
[of GM stock by du Pont] was made ‘solely for investment’” and that “immediately after the acquisition, du 
Pont’s influence growing out of it was brought to bear within [GM] to achieve primacy for du Pont as [GM’s] 
supplier of automotive fabrics and finishes.” ibid, 602.

124 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1307 (“Even Purely Passive Investors Are Liable for Actual Anticompetitive Effects”).

125 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2044 (“An acquisition that is regarded as solely for investment and 
lawful at the time it is made may later become unlawful. In DuPont the Supreme Court held that the ‘solely 
for investment’ provision resulted in non-immunity for an acquisition that was thought to be harmless 
when made but that later was used by the parties to produce anticompetitive results… The ‘solely for 
investment’ provision considers both the original acquisition and the subsequent use of  the acquired 
shares”).

126 We agree with Elhauge that the court did not foreclose the possibility that a lawful acquisition that qualifies 
for the investment-only exception may, the court’s words, subsequently “ripen into a prohibited effect.” ibid, 
597. But that is not the holding of du Pont.
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The Sixth Circuit’s opinion in United States v Dairy Farmers of America, Inc127 
is Elhauge’s best authority, but he exaggerated the holding of  that case as well. 
The court there mistakenly referred to du Pont as having established that “even 
without control or influence, an acquisition may still lessen competition”.128 That 
is not the holding of du Pont and it ignores the evidence that du Pont had 
substantial influence over GM’s affairs. Nor is it clear how the Sixth Circuit’s 
summary of  the law applies to the facts in Dairy Farmers, where a single firm 
(DFA) held a cross ownership interest of  50 % in each of  two direct competitors, 
held management rights in one of  them, and had established a very profitable 
arrangement with the manager of  the other by which it “enabled [the manager] 
to turn an investment of  several hundred thousand dollars into a gain of 
approximately seventy million”.129 Even with the belated relinquishment of  some 
voting rights,130 DFA had substantial influence – if  not de facto control – over 
both competitors.131 If  common ownership were factually similar, we would have 
to agree that Dairy Farmers of America is applicable. But the case does not 
support Elhauge’s broad claim that s 7 prohibits any stock acquisition, even in 
the absence of  either control or influence.

In support of  his s 7 theory Elhauge also quoted a passage from a joint venture 
case, Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad v United States:132 “A company need 
not acquire control of  another company in order to violate the Clayton Act”.133 
Yet that is not the holding of  the case; indeed, the court supported the quoted 
passage by citing du Pont, which in turn found the acquirer had sought and 
obtained both influence and a measure of  control.134 Denver & Rio Grande 
adds nothing of  relevance; it merely applied the logic of du Pont to require 

127 426 F 3d 850 (6th Cir, 2005).

128 ibid, 860. The Sixth Circuit then discussed a second case, Denver and Rio Grande WRR Co v United States, 
387 US 485 (1967), addressed further below.

129 Dairy Farmers of Am, 426 F 3d, 853.

130 See ibid. (describing DFA’s relinquishment of voting stock in one of the two competitors six days before it filed 
a motion for summary judgment but its retention of “the other 50 %” of the voting stock in the other competitor).

131 Consistent with Elhauge’s general practice of treating as a holding dicta unrelated to the operative facts of 
the case, he concludes “[t]he Sixth Circuit held in Dairy Farmers that: ‘[w]e… do not agree with the… 
conclusion that a lack of control or influence precludes a Section 7 violation’ because ‘even without control 
or influence, an acquisition may still lessen competition.’” Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 264–265 (quoting Dairy 
Farmers of Am, 426 F.3d, 859–860). As noted above, the defendant in Dairy Farmers had acquired both 
control and influence.

132 387 US 485 (1967).

133 Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 10 (citing 387 US at 501). Elhauge repeats this claim in his latest effort. See Elhauge 
(2018) (n 11), 263–264.

134 387 US 501 (citing United States v EI du Pont de Nemours & Co, 353 US 586; American Crystal Sugar Co v 
Cuban-American Sugar Co, 152 F Supp 387 (SDNY 1957), aff’d, 259 F 2d 524 (2d Cir, 1958)). The emphasis 
on control is even more evident in American Crystal Sugar, where the court found the defendant intended 
from the outset to acquire control of the target, although control had not yet been obtained: “Whether the 
effect of any acquisition to be made in the future may be substantially to lessen competition… depends, of 
course, upon how successful the defendant will be in securing voting control of the plaintiff  company, either 
alone or in conjunction with other parties, or in securing representation on the board of directors of  the 
plaintiff  company.” 152 F Supp 392. Because the “effect of this joint control [of both the acquirer and the 
target] would be substantially to lessen competition in a line of  commerce,” the court enjoined further 
purchases of the target’s stock. ibid., 393.
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the Interstate Commerce Commission to consider the legality of  a partial 
 acquisition.135

Finally, Elhauge cited United States v ITT Continental Baking Co136 for the 
proposition that stock acquired lawfully may subsequently become unlawful 
under s 7 if  the rights are later exercised in an anticompetitive way.137 As with 
Denver & Rio Grande, however, the interpretation of  § 7 highlighted by Elhauge 
in fact comes from the du Pont case,138 which involved an acquisition made 
with anticompetitive intent from the beginning. Moreover, ITT Continental 
Baking did not concern s 7 at all; rather, the case holds the FTC may impose 
a fine for each day a respondent continues to own a competitor it initially 
acquired in contravention of  a preexisting FTC consent order prohibiting the 
acquisition.139

In sum, Elhauge argued his interpretation was supported by the “plain meaning” 
of  the statute and the holdings of  several cross-ownership cases. Yet none of  the 
cases actually supports Elhauge’s interpretation of  s 7 as applied to cross-
ownership, let alone its extension to common ownership. Once shorn of  this 
puffery, it is clear the only support for Elhauge’s view is his literal reading of  the 
statute. Scott Morton and Hovenkamp cite in passing many of  the same cases 
upon which Elhauge relies, without which they have no legal argument apart 
from “the Clayton Act’s plain language ‘effects’ test”.140

3. Elhauge’s section 1 theory lacks  
an intelligible limiting principle

In his 2018 paper, Elhauge conducted a mock rule-of-reason analysis to 
demonstrate the feasibility of  challenging common ownership under s 1. As part 
of  this exercise, he argued it is easy to construct “a clear less restrictive alter-
native for achieving any diversification benefits without the anticompetitive 
effects that result when institutional investors are leading shareholders at 
horizontal competitors”; policymakers should prohibit horizontal shareholding 
by “institutional investors”, i.e., investment managers, while allowing individual 
investors to “simply invest[] in multiple institutional investors”.141 That is, 

135 ibid, 507 (concluding that the possibility that the acquirer “may not increase its holdings within the 60-day period… 
does not justify delay in consideration [by the ICC] of the anticompetitive effects of the 20 % transaction”).

136 420 US 223 (1975).

137 See Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 8 (citing ITT Continental Baking Co, 420 US, 240–242).

138 See ITT Continental Baking Co, 420 US, 241–242 (discussing du Pont at length).

139 ibid, 243 (“Thus, under the order ‘as it is written,’ ‘acquiring’ must mean both the act of first obtaining assets 
and the retention and use of those assets.… And, since the order bans the continuing act of obtaining and 
retaining certain assets, a violation of  the order is a ‘continuing failure or neglect to obey’ it, and daily 
penalties may be imposed”).

140 Scott Morton and Hovenkamp (n 14), 2027, 2043–2044.

141 Elhauge (2018) (n 11), 32.
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Elhauge argued that individuals could still lawfully and cheaply diversify their 
holdings by simply buying multiple funds that collectively cover the whole 
market.142

If  this is a solution, then common ownership must not itself  be the problem. 
Elhauge’s proposal simply would not eliminate common ownership; he would 
still allow individual investors to own stock indirectly – just as they own stock 
indirectly today – in each firm in a concentrated market. Elhauge would simply 
require that common ownership take place across several mutual funds rather 
than within one. But there is an obvious defect: if  a firm’s managers today 
recognise that its shareholders also own shares in its competitors and respond 
with reduced competitive zeal, then there is no reason that making common 
ownership one step further removed would obscure it and fool the firm into 
competing more aggressively.

The only way to avoid the problem Elhauge seeks to solve is to prohibit all 
investors, including individuals, from owning stock, directly or indirectly, in 
competing firms. As he would surely agree, however, that solution is impractical 
and undesirable. Yet a solution that, like Elhauge’s, stops short of  that line lacks 
a limiting principle and is, in any event, no solution at all if  we believe common 
ownership has harmful competitive effects.

Posner, Scott-Morton and Weyl propose as an alternative a safe harbour for 
funds owning less than 1 % of  an issuer’s stock.143 This proposal is functionally 
similar to Elhauge’s, inasmuch as it would limit the size of  each fund and 
thereby induce individual investors to own multiple funds in order to diversify. 
It is simply common ownership in another guise, but with greater transaction 
costs and fewer economies of  scale. Moreover, as the Agencies noted,144 
imposing such a low threshold would require investment managers to drastically 
reduce their current holdings, to the detriment of  the capital markets as well 
as investors.

More sensibly, Rock and Rubinfeld propose a 15 % safe harbour, because even 
the proponents’ econometric studies do not find anticompetitive effects when 
common shareholdings fall below that threshold.145 If  the empirical evidence of 
anticompetitive effects above that threshold was more solid, we might agree, at 
least if  holdings managed or voted separately were properly disaggregated.

142 Baker noted this possibility but did not explicitly endorse its legality. See Baker (n 17), 229–230 (discussing 
antitrust enforcement against common shareholders and hypothesising that “the individuals and firms that 
now invest through the funds offered by defendant financial institutions could diversify their portfolios in 
other ways, such as by investing in multiple mutual funds or purchasing shares in multiple exchange-traded 
funds”).

143 Posner, Scott Morton and Weyl (n 14), 670.

144 See Agency OECD Note (n 4), [3] (“Institutional investors hold trillions of dollars in assets. Given the size 
of these holdings, requiring institutional investors to divest holdings could have a significant effect on capital 
markets”).

145 Rock and Rubinfeld (n 10), 271; see also n 16 and accompanying text.
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V. Traditional Antitrust Principles Remain Applicable

It is clear from the examples the proponents provide that their concerns focus 
primarily upon three familiar types of anticompetitive conduct, only two of which 
are illegal. First, proponents offered anecdotal evidence that investment managers 
– which they mislabel “owners” – seek to influence corporate strategy at competing 
firms.146 These anecdotes, if  proven, might form the basis for a standard s 1 
hub-and-spoke conspiracy. In other words, the conduct can be reached directly 
by prosecuting the conspiracies, without prohibiting common ownership.

Second, and relatedly, proponents argue investment managers may stop short 
of  a conspiracy but facilitate the exchange of  competitively sensitive information 
among competitors.147 As noted above, the example Elhauge cited does not 
actually involve investment managers at all.148 If  any evidence of  anticompetitive 
information exchanges involving investment management firms is found, however, 
then the proper remedy would be to sanction that practice, not to prohibit 
common ownership.

Third, some – and potentially all – the alleged anticompetitive effect of  common 
ownership may actually be the result of  conscious parallelism among portfolio 
companies in concentrated industries. Elhauge implicitly acknowledged as much, 
calling the problem “structural” and arguing “the basic anticompetitive effects 
arise from the fact that interlocking shareholdings diminish each individual firm’s 
incentives to cut prices or expand output by increasing the costs of  taking away 
sales from rivals”.149 He therefore argues that harm occurs even in the absence 
of  “any coordination or communications among the firms” or “any communi-
cations between management and shareholders”.150 This is, of  course, contrary 
to the view expressed by the Supreme Court, albeit in dictum, that conscious 
parallelism is “not in itself  unlawful”.151 This legal roadblock may explain why 
Elhauge tries so hard to argue that common stock ownership itself  is a s 1 or a 
s 7 violation: proponents have identified an allegedly anticompetitive effect but 
have not been able to find anticompetitive conduct. Lacking any real behaviour 
that would satisfy the conduct requirement of  US antitrust law, they seek to 
relabel passive stock ownership as affirmative anticompetitive conduct.

146 See n 60–61 and accompanying text; Elhauge (2017) (n 11), 5; Patel (n 15), 57–58.

147 See, e.g., Elhauge (2017) (n 11), 5–6; Patel (n 15), 58.

148 See n 61.

149 Elhauge (2016) (n 5), 1270, 1274.

150 ibid.

151 Brooke Group Ltd v Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp, 509 US 209, 227 (1993) (“Tacit collusion, sometimes 
called oligopolistic price coordination or conscious parallelism, describes the process, not in itself  unlawful, 
by which firms in a concentrated market might in effect share monopoly power, setting their prices at a 
profit-maximizing, supracompetitive level by recognizing their shared economic interests and their int er-
dependence with respect to price and output decisions”). Nor, of course, is being in a concentrated industry 
itself  illegal. See, e.g., Milton Handler and Richard M Steuer, “Attempts to Monopolize and No-Fault 
Monopolization” (1980) 129 U Pa LR 125 (summarising failed attempts to prohibit “no fault” mono polisation).
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VI. Conclusion

In summary, we believe the current common ownership debate misses the mark 
on several fronts. First, many commentators, particularly those favouring antitrust 
enforcement against common owners, conflate investment management by 
investment managers and economic ownership by individual account holders. 
Second, proponents substantially overstate the validity and strength of  the 
existing empirical work purporting to show common ownership causes anticom-
petitive harm. Third, proponents similarly overstate their legal case, both by 
relying upon inapplicable cross-ownership cases and by stretching the holdings 
of  those cases. Fourth, at bottom, proponents’ complaints focus either upon 
conduct that is not unlawful or upon allegedly anticompetitive conduct that, if  
proven, could be addressed using established antitrust doctrines addressing 
horizontal conspiracies and the exchange of competitively sensitive information..
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